Annual Exhibition
The Founder’s Day celebrations started at 11:00 am on 13th October with the subject exhibitions put up
by the various departments of The Asian School. The Chief Guest on this occasion was Ms. Savita
Sharma, Vice Chancellor, Forest Research Institute, Dehradun. The exhibitions were based on the
common theme “Nation Building” and this event was judged by Ms. Vimmi Juneja, Ms. Geeta Das, and
Ms. Gyatri SIngh. The Junior School showcased informative and attractive exhibitions put up by the
Hindi, English, Art & Craft, Science, and Social Studies departments, models such as sewage treatment
plant, short skits on themes from Indian history and effective communication in the common language
of the world – English were only a few of the many models that depicted the hard work put up by the
children. The Art & Craft exhibits put up by the junior wing were a reflection of their creativity and
talent. There was a dazzling array of paper Mache photo frames, paintings, Jwellery boxes, needle
work, paper flowers etc. The exhibits put up by the senior school were extremely informative and eye –
catching.
The Computer exhibition was also a crowd – puller with interesting working models and projects on
Password Hacking Software created for data securities and NLP software where a PC was shown to
take voice commands.
The Physics exhibition was able to generate tremendous interest among the visitors with ingeniously
made models such as Bristle Robot for clean India, Hydraulic digger for excavation of minerals.
The Chemistry exhibition portrayed informative models such as nuclear powered submarine, eco –
friendly city.
The Biology exhibition enthralled the visitors with working models on topics such as Simple
Microscope, ways to conserve water, Robotics in Health care, to name of few.
The English and Hindi exhibition departments took the theme of the exhibition to a creative and
literary level by way of charts and models.
The Maths exhibition was able to generate tremendous interest among the visitors with ingeniously
made models to show the use of Maths in the field of architecture. There were also a series of brain
storming puzzles and games.
In the Social Studies exhibition the exhibits threw light on the backbone of our nation which is defense,
women empowerment and ‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’.
The Art and Craft exhibition proved to be a major attraction among the visitors, beautiful paintings and
handicraft items promoted the cottage industry.
Design lab exhibition showcased Paperwork & woodwork items made by children. Paper and wood
jewelry & house hold items were a big attractions. Electric cars made by children were also exhibited.
Present on the occasion were Vice-President, Mr. Madanjeet Singh, Principal Mr. A. K. Das, Director
Ms. Gunjan Juneja, Vice-Principal Mr. Anant V. D. Thapliyal, Middle School Coordinator Mr. Mukesh
Nangia, Headmistress Ms. Kalpana Grover, Students Past & Present and the entire teaching staff.
The joy of students in highlighting their models and exhibits, were whole heartedly appreciated by all
the parents.

